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We report a technique for two-photon fluores-
cence imaging with cellular resolution in awake,
behavingmicewithminimal motion artifact. The
apparatus combines an upright, table-mounted
two-photon microscope with a spherical tread-
mill consisting of a large, air-supported Styro-
foam ball. Mice, with implanted cranial win-
dows, are head restrained under the objective
while their limbs rest on the ball’s upper surface.
Following adaptation to head restraint, mice
maneuver on the spherical treadmill as their
heads remain motionless. Image sequences
demonstrate that running-associated brain
motion is limited to2-5mm. In addition,motion
is predominantly in the focal plane, with little
out-of-plane motion, making the application
of a custom-designed Hidden-Markov-Model-
based motion correction algorithm useful for
postprocessing.Behaviorally correlatedcalcium
transients from large neuronal and astrocytic
populations were routinely measured, with an
estimated motion-induced false positive error
rate of <5%.
INTRODUCTION
Existingmethods formammalian brain imaging either have
been difficult to apply to awake animals or lack the cellular
resolution necessary for characterizing neural circuits.
Wide-field CCD imaging has revealed large-scale activity
patterns in response to whisker stimuli in freely moving
mice (Ferezou et al., 2006), but provides little depth pene-
tration into brain tissue, no capacity for optical sectioning,
and spatial resolution an order of magnitude too low for
single-cell studies. Two-photon microscopy (TPM) (Denk
et al., 1990; Denk and Svoboda, 1997) overcomes many
of these restrictions, and mouse in vivo studies have per-
mitted the tracing of learning-dependent dendritic spine
morphology (Holtmaat et al., 2005, 2006), the recordingof the biochemical signals associated with dendritic excit-
ability (Helmchen et al., 1999; Svoboda et al., 1997), and
the tracking of the activity of hundreds of neurons simulta-
neously (Ohki et al., 2005). However, because high-resolu-
tion imaging requires mechanical stability, all previous
in vivo mouse TPM studies have used anesthetized prep-
arations. Anesthesia greatly reduces overall brain activity
(Berg-Johnsen and Langmoen, 1992) and completely
abolishes or alters several forms of neural dynamics, such
as persistent activity (Major and Tank, 2004). Currently,
the chief impediment for TPM in awake, behaving mice
is the relative motion between the brain and microscope
that is typically associated with animal movements.
There are two general approaches for TPM in awake
mice: head-mounted microscopes and head restraint. A
head-mounted microscope requires innovative engineer-
ing to miniaturize the excitation, laser scanning, and fluo-
rescence collection. One such device demonstrated sta-
ble TPM of capillaries in awake and resting adult rats
(Helmchen et al., 2001); however, because it was not op-
timized for moving animals, relative motion between the
microscope and brain was apparent during animal move-
ments. An even smaller device has been reported (Flus-
berg et al., 2005), but its use in awake, behaving mice
has not been demonstrated. As an alternative to a head-
mounted, miniaturized microscope, head-restrained TPM
may be possible using a standard microscope design. Lit-
tle research has been directed toward head-restrained
TPM in the awakemouse, possibly because there are con-
cerns over the induction of stress, or that the animal’s in-
creased leverage would cause torques leading to large
relative movements between the microscope and brain.
The imaging technique we developed uses head re-
straint, but employs an air-supported spherical treadmill
to allow walking and running. The treadmill was adapted
from insect studies (Dahmen, 1980; Mason et al., 2001;
Stevenson et al., 2005) and was previously used to stably
record head-direction cell activity for hours in head-fixed
mice using chronically implanted microelectrodes (Khab-
baz and Tank, 2004). We demonstrate that TPM image
sequences at cellular resolution can be collected with re-
latively little frame-to-frame displacement or within-frame
distortion due to brain motion. Furthermore, residual in-
plane motion can be corrected using a Hidden MarkovNeuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 43
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Two-Photon Neural Activity Imaging in Awake MiceFigure 1. Two-Photon Microscopy Experimental Apparatus for Awake Mouse Imaging
(A) A two-photonmicroscope is used to image through the cranial window of an awake, behavingmouse that is able to maneuver on an air-supported
free-floating Styrofoam ball that acts as a spherical treadmill. Optical computer mice are used to record mouse locomotion by quantifying treadmill
movement.
(B) Images of the disassembled (Bi) and assembled (top-view [Bii] and side-view [Biii]) head plate used for cranial window imaging and mouse head
restraint.Model (HMM) algorithm. Our approach allows imaging of
cellular resolution calcium dynamics in neural and astro-
cytic populations in behaving mice.
RESULTS
Apparatus and Animal Behavior
Our strategy is based on a two-photon microscope built
around a spherical treadmill constructed from an air-sup-
ported, 8 inch diameter Styrofoam ball (Figure 1A). The
animal can run freely in two dimensions on the upper sur-
face of the ball while the skull is held rigidly in place with
respect to the microscope objective. The frictionless
movement of the treadmill reduces possible head tor-
ques the animal can apply, and thus relative motion be-
tween the brain and microscope is potentially reduced.
To record ball rotation produced by walking and running,
two optical computer mice were positioned along the
equator of the spherical treadmill 90 apart. Detected
motion signals were computer recorded and synchro-
nized in time with image sequence acquisition. An infra-
red CCD camera was used for observing whisking and
grooming.
Adapting the mice to the head-restrained treadmill con-
sisted of three sessions totaling 1 hr (see Experimental
Procedures). By the end of the third session, mice walked,
ran, and rested on the treadmill and showed no signs of
struggling against the head restraint; in addition, most an-44 Neuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.imals displayed grooming behavior (see onlineMovie S1 in
the online Supplemental Data). Running activity was quan-
tified (n = 7 mice) in terms of mean distance ran per hour
(236 ± 72 m), time spent running (34% ± 8%), and speed
while running (0.13 ± 0.003 m/s). These values were within
the range seen during conventional exercise wheel run-
ning for isolated caged mice with free wheel access
(Turner et al., 2005).
Two-Photon Imaging in Mobile Mice
We implanted custom-designed head plates and cranial
windows in adult Thy1.2 YFP mice (Feng et al., 2000)
and 5- to 7-week-old adolescent wild-type (WT) mice. The
head plate design consisted of a two-piece, 1 g titanium
assembly (Figure 1B). The larger piece, containing an 4
mm diameter hole with a recessed seat for a coverslip to
sit in, was permanently affixed to the skull with the hole
centered over the brain region to be imaged; the second
smaller piece could be clamped with screws onto the first
piece to rigidly hold a coverslip in place. The void in the
craniotomy between the dura surface and the coverslip
was filled with a premolded plug of Kwik-Sil (Figure 1B).
The uniform thickness of the plug was chosen so that it
applied slight pressure to the surface of the dura when
the clamping plate was installed; when in place, the plug
pushed the brain surface100–200 mm below the bottom
edge of the skull. The dura was allowed to dry until tacky
before the plug was implanted; this resulted in greater
Neuron
Two-Photon Neural Activity Imaging in Awake MiceFigure 2. Image Sequences and Quantification of Brain Motion Caused by Mouse Movements
(A and C) Frames from a two-photon time series (unprocessed data, no motion correction) of YFP-expressing cortical neurons in adult YFP mice ([A],
200 mm deep) and SR101-labeled cortical astrocytes in adolescent WT mice ([C], 200 mm deep) during periods of resting and running. The three
components (X, Y, and Z) of brain motion (displacement) were quantified and coplotted with running speed for YFP (Bi) and WT (Di) mice. Note that
individual astrocytic processes can be followed in all frames of (C). Larger amplitude brain motion can be seen in YFP mice in a running-onset-
triggered average of Y-displacement (Bii) compared with the smaller-amplitude brain motion seen in a running-triggered Y-displacement average
for younger WTmice (Dii). (E) A plot of brain motion versus running acceleration for WTmice. Positive mouse running accelerations lead to the largest
brain displacements, while little displacement is seen during deceleration or constant running velocity.contact friction between the dura and plug and reduced
brain motion.
After spherical treadmill training and head plate installa-
tion, the brain area within the craniotomy could be rou-
tinely imaged by TPM in awake mice. To characterize
our imaging technique, image sequences of cortical neu-
rons expressing YFP in adult mice and cortical astrocytes
highlighted with the dye Sulforhodamine 101 (SR101) in
younger WT adolescent mice were collected during rest-
ing, walking, and running. Image sequences, shown in
Figures 2A and 2C (time series of YFP and SR101 in online
Movies S2 and S3, respectively), showed little frame-to-frame distortion during the resting state. During running,
there were small movement-related lateral displacements
of 3–5 mm for adult YFP mice and 2–3 mm for adoles-
cent WT mice (see shifts relative to cross-hairs in Figures
2A and 2C). In addition, there was very little out-of-plane
(Z direction) brain motion: small-scale structures typically
remained in focus during the entire imaging sequence.
Although functional imaging experiments could be per-
formed with this unprocessed data (see Figure S1 in the
Supplemental Data available with this article online), resid-
ual lateral shifts could be corrected in order to both quan-
tify brain motions and further reduce image distortions.Neuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 45
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Two-Photon Neural Activity Imaging in Awake MiceMotion Correction
Our strategy to quantify in-focal-plane brainmotion was to
correct frames back to a reference image selected from
the resting state using an offline line-by-line algorithm (Fig-
ure 3) based on an HMM (Rabiner, 1989). As illustrated in
Figure 3A, relative motion of the brain with respect to the
microscope during the raster-scanned progression of the
focused beam across the sample replaces an expected
line in the image with a line of pixels from the sample at
an X- and Y-shifted location. The appropriate correction
is to remap the recorded line by placing it at the corre-
sponding X- and Y-shifted location in a reconstructed im-
age. The HMMmodel uses a maximum likelihood method
to determine which X- and Y-shifted position (displace-
ments) of the image is the most probable, by finding the
most probable sequence of brainmovement offsets for the
successive lines acquired in the time series (Figure 3Di).
The probability of a given sequence of offsets is a function
of two components, summed over all time points in the se-
quence: (1) the fit of the line scanned at a given time point
compared with the reference image at the offset given;
and (2) the probability of the offset transitioning from the
offset given at the previous time point to the current offset.
The fit was based upon Poisson statistics of photon
counting (Figure 3Diii), and the probability of a transition
in offset was modeled as a spatially invariant exponential
relation whose space constant was determined by expec-
tation maximization (Figure 3Dii) (see Experimental Proce-
dures for more details). Tests on simulated image se-
quences produced by distorting a real image using a
known sequence of movements (Figure 3B) directly dem-
onstrate the ability of the algorithm to predict the true
displacement of the sample (Figure 3C) and produce
a spatially undistorted image (Figure 3Biii). The results of
motion correction on real time series data can be seen in
Movies S2 and S3.
Quantifying Brain Motion
X and Y displacements calculated by the motion correc-
tion algorithm were used as a metric for quantifying in-
plane brain motion. Out-of-plane motion (Z direction) was
determined by comparing a region of each frame in the
time series to a Z-series image stack obtained above and
below the time series acquisition plane to find the plane of
maximal correlation. A typical example and quantification
of brain motion induced by movement in adult YFP (Fig-
ure 2Bi) and adolescent WT (Figure 2Di) mice is shown
in Figure 2 along with the pooled brain motion averaged
across all YFP mice (n = 3) (Figure 2Bii) and all adolescent
WT mice (n = 7) (Figures 2Dii and 2E). In general, the aver-
age out-of-plane (Z) motion was on the order of the axial
point spread function radius (2 mm) (Sato et al., 2007)
and much less than the in-plane motion for both classes
of mice. The quantitative results of the motion analysis
are consistent with the qualitative observations of quite
limited brain motion evident by visual inspection of the
image sequences: maximum in-plane brain motion seen
in the younger WT mice (Figure 2D) was 2–3 mm, while46 Neuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.in adult YFP mice it was greater (3–5 mm) but still rela-
tively modest. In adolescent WT mice the displacements
were well correlated with positive acceleration of running
(Figures 2Dii and 2E). In both classes, medial-lateral (X
axis) in-plane motion was found to be smaller than ros-
tral-caudal (Y axis) in-plane motion. One possible expla-
nation for this difference is the symmetry of the forces on
the brain in the medial-lateral direction compared with the
asymmetry in the rostral-caudal direction, with skull on
one side and spinal cord exerting force on the other (Britt
and Rossi, 1982). Though frame-to-frame out-of-plane
motion was typically low (1 mm), slow drifts were often
observed over the course of 4–5 min recordings; these
changes were relatively small (0.6 ± 0.5 mm/min) and rarely
inhibited acquisition or analysis of functional or structural
data.
Relative brain and skull motion was compared by imag-
ing fluorescent neurons in the cortex and intrinsic fluores-
cence from the skull. We found similar motion of both
structures in young WT mice (in-plane standard deviation
of Y motion of 0.9 ± 0.8 mm for brain and 0.7 ± 0.6 mm for
skull, p = 0.85), but statistically less skull motion com-
pared with brain motion in older YFP mice (1.7 ± 0.3 mm
for brain and 0.6 ± 0.3 mm for skull, p = 0.008). This indi-
cates that the brain motion observed while imaging older
YFP mice likely stems from the brain moving inside the
more stable skull with respect to the microscope, while
for youngerWTmice, either the skull/brain unit or indepen-
dent but comparable skull and brain motion contribute to
the observed displacements during imaging.
Imaging Behaviorally Correlated Neural Activity
The usefulness of the spherical treadmill microscope
system for functional imaging was tested by imaging ex-
periments following the loading of large populations of
neurons in Hind Limb Sensory Cortex (S1HL) (identified
stereotactically; see Experimental Procedures) with the
green calcium-sensitive dye Calcium Green-1-AM, using
multicell bolus loading (Stosiek et al., 2003). The red fluo-
rescent dye SR101 was simultaneously injected in order
to label astrocytes (Nimmerjahn et al., 2004) and provide
a static, non-cell-activity-dependent channel on which to
apply the motion correction algorithm. Injections were
performed immediately following implantation of the head
plate.
A typical calcium-sensitive dye recording is illustrated in
Figure 4. Imaging was performed in layer 2/3, which con-
tained many fluorescently labeled neurons and astrocytes
(Figure 4Ai). An image time series (see Movie S4) associ-
ated with this region was collected (0.256 s/frame) after
the animal awoke from anesthesia, during voluntary run-
ning and resting behavior, and during stimulated running
induced by air puff stimuli to the contralateral trunk and
limbs. The fluorescence over time for the neuropil and
numbered neuronal soma regions of interest (ROIs) indi-
cated in Figure 4Aii is plotted in Figure 4B along with the
running speed, stimulus timing, and brain motion. This
time series was motion corrected as described above
Neuron
Two-Photon Neural Activity Imaging in Awake MiceFigure 3. Motion Correction using a Hidden Markov Model, or HMM
(A) A simplified demonstration of the corruption created by a samplemoving during frame acquisitionwith laser scanningmicroscopy. (Ai) The first half
of the frame is acquired with the sample held fixed at one position. After the green line is scanned, the sample makes a sudden movement. (Aii) The
second half of the frame is acquired with the sample displaced. (Aiii) A reference image of the sample as it would have been acquired with no
displacements. (Aiv) An image as it would have been acquired if the sample had undergone the displacement as indicated between (Ai) and (Aii). Lines
between images indicate the relative Y position of line-scans.
(B) Simulation of laser scanning microscopy of a sample undergoing continuous motion displacement. Blue lines between sample (Bi) and simulated
data (Bii) indicate mean Y position of each line-scan. Partial reconstruction (Biii) of the sample is possible by estimating the relative position of each
line to the standard raster scanning pattern. Red lines between simulated data and reconstruction indicate the prediction of an HMM of the Y position
of each line-scan. There are sections of sample over which the beamdid not pass, and so blank lines are an unavoidable result of brainmotion causing
nonuniform spatial sampling.
(C) Displacements of the sample during the simulated frame acquisition. Actual displacements are indicated in red and black. Displacements
predicted by the algorithm are shown in blue and green and are slightly vertically offset for clarity.
(D) (Di) Two hypothetical examples of sequences of offsets considered in the HMM model. Transitions between offsets are indicated with arrows
colored with respect to the exponential model illustrated in (Dii). The circles at each offset position have been colored with respect to the fit of the
line to the sample at that offset, as illustrated in (Diii). Although the fit at 4a is the most probable offset for line 4, the path through 4b is more probable
because it has smaller incremental offsets. (Dii) Illustration of the exponential model of the probability of a transition in offset from one line to the next.
Probabilities shown here are for a space constant l = 0.5, which produced the overall most probable prediction shown in (C). (Diii) Relative fit of line
40 to the sample over a range of offsets.(see Figure S1 for a comparison of the unprocessed and
corrected fluorescence traces). Nearly every neuron
showed transient fluorescence increases, correspondingto increased free calcium ion concentration, during this
time series. The transients of four of the neurons almost
exactly mimic the time course of running speed (neuronsNeuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 47
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Two-Photon Neural Activity Imaging in Awake Mice1, 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 4B): increased fluorescence during
periods of running and a constant baseline level with re-
duced frequency of transients during periods of resting.
In addition, many neurons (i.e., 17, 26, 27, and 28) show
more sparse, but still significant, fluorescence transients
that are not visibly linked to mouse running.
An expanded viewof four neurons is shown in Figure 4C.
The correlation of fluorescence changes to behavior was
quantified by computing the cross-correlation coefficient
(C) between the fluorescence and running traces (Fig-
ure 4D). A wide range of correlations was observed: a sig-
nificant fraction of the neurons showed strong running cor-
relation (neurons 1–11,C>0.5),while others showed some
(neurons 12–19, 0.5 >C>0.3) or little (neurons 20–34, 0.3 >
C > 0) correlation. The running-related activity of neurons
from these different correlation groups can also be seen
in the form of running-onset-triggered fluorescence
averages (Figure 4E). (Interestingly, neuron 10 showed an
1 s onset delayed response compared with running
onset.) As with many of the neurons, the neuropil fluores-
cence transients were also strongly running correlated (C
of 0.6); however, the neuropil transients were many times
smaller than the typical neuronal transients (2%–5%ver-
sus15%–30%DF/F, respectively). In addition to neuron-
running correlations, neuron-neuron correlations were
also computed (Figure 4F). In general, neurons highly,
moderately, or weakly correlated with running were also
highly, moderately, or weakly correlated with each other,
respectively. In a few specific cases, this generality did
not hold; for example, while neurons 4 and 10 are strongly
running correlated, their mutual fluorescence activity cor-
relation was only moderately correlated (C of 0.4), and
while neurons 31 and 32 are weakly running correlated,
their activity was correlated with a C of 0.46.
It was feasible to record image time series, such as the
one shown in Figure 4, for hours. Recordings with similar
signal-to-noise (S/N), brain motion, neural activity, and
staining were obtained in all mice (n = 7 mice, 13 ± 4 time
series per mouse, 34 ± 20 neurons per time series) (see
Movies S5 and S6 and Figures S4 and S5). Time-series
movies simultaneously tracking the activity of >100 neu-
rons were possible (Movie S6 and Figure S5). Running-
correlated neuronal and neuropil activity was observed in
every mouse (on average, 16% ± 16% and 53% ± 38%
of neurons and neuropil regions respectively with C > 0.5;
31%± 15%and 27%± 23%with 0.5 > C > 0.3; and 53%±
28% and 19% ± 20% with 0.3 > C > 0).
In order to show that basic properties of calcium tran-
sients we measured were similar to those observed inanesthetized preparations (Kerr et al., 2005), we examined
the fast temporal dynamics using high-frame-rate time se-
ries and line-scan acquisitions. An image time series ac-
quired at 64 ms/frame in sensory cortex during air puff
stimulation is shown in Figures 5A and 5B. Isolated tran-
sients show a fast rise (within one frame) with exponential
decay. Transients are of varying amplitude, consistent
with a difference in the number of action potentials (Kerr
et al., 2005). The effect of summation can be clearly seen
in examples where the two events are separated in time
(Figure 5B neuron 2 and Figure 5E neuron 2, Trial 3, arrow-
heads). In general, the fast onset times, amplitude, dura-
tion, and exponential decay dynamics of these transients
are similar to action-potential-generated transients seen
in anesthetized animals (Kerr et al., 2005). Figures 5C
and 5D demonstrate line-scan recordings (2 ms/line) from
four individual layer 2/3 neurons of the sensory cortex dur-
ing air puff stimulation. These stimuli evoked calcium tran-
sients in one out of the four neurons. The responses have
a rapid onset but demonstrate amore complex waveform.
Interestingly, the time course of the transients in the re-
sponding neuron varied significantly from trial to trial
(Figure 5E). This effect could be due to positional and pos-
tural differences of the mouse with respect to the fixed air
stimulus (see Experimental Procedures), differences in the
evoked running behavior of the mouse (Figure 5E, right
column), or possibly a variable response due to differ-
ences in background activity of the network (Arieli et al.,
1996). The summation of many fast transients is the likely
origin of the longer running-correlated transients seen in
Figure 4 (i.e., neurons 1–4).
One possible concern when examining cell-activity-de-
pendent fluorescence traces in awake, behaving animals
is brain-motion-induced fluorescence changes giving
false signatures for cell activity. Even after in-planemotion
correction, motion causing cells to move in and out of the
focal plane can still remain. To evaluate the magnitude
of this problem in young WT mice, we used our Z-series
image stacks to estimate the fluorescence change that
would occur if a cell moved up or down with respect to
the imaging plane. Across the population of cells used in
the generation of Figure 6, the average change in fluores-
cence was 2% ± 4% for a 2 mm up or down movement,
which represents the typical maximal Z motion. Further
confidence in this analysis can be provided by consider-
ation of the ratio of positive to negative transients. Be-
cause the many tens to hundreds of cells are distributed
randomly in the Z direction on the scale of our2 mm thick
focal plane (no preferred position of the somawith respectFigure 4. Imaging Neural Population Activity in Sensory Cortex of Awake, Behaving Mice
(Ai) False-color time-projection image of the 5 min long time series (150 mm deep); neurons were loaded with Calcium Green-1-AM (green channel)
and were negative for the astrocytic marker SR101 (red channel). (B) Fluorescence traces for the neuropil and 34 neurons outlined in (Aii) obtained
after the time series was motion corrected. Running speed, air puff stimulus, and brain displacements are also shown. Red segments indicate >3s
positive-going fluorescence transients with <5% false positive error rate (Figure 6E). (C) An expanded view of the fluorescence activity of four neurons.
(D) Correlation coefficients of neuron fluorescence versus running speed. The neurons were numbered throughout this figure in descending corre-
lation coefficient order. (E) Running-onset-triggered average of fluorescence for seven neurons with varying amounts of running correlation.
(F) Neuron-neuron fluorescence activity correlation coefficients.Neuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 49
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Two-Photon Neural Activity Imaging in Awake MiceFigure 5. Line-Scan and Fast Transient
Recordings in Sensory Cortex of Awake
Mice
(A) Image of neurons loaded with Calcium
Green-1-AM (green channel) and astrocytes
with SR101 (red channel).
(B) Fluorescence traces of the neurons shown
in (A) from a time series recorded at 64 ms/
frame.
(C) Image of neurons loaded with Calcium
Green-1-AM (green channel) and astrocytes
with SR101 (red channel). The gray line repre-
sents the line-scanning position.
(D) Intensity versus time line-scan image (Trial
1) of the Calcium Green-1-AM channel from
the position shown in (C) during which an air
puff stimulus was applied to the mouse.
(E) Four trials of line-scan-recorded fluores-
cence traces for the four neurons labeled in
(C). Traces are aligned to the stimulus timing
(red dashed line). Mouse running speed is
shown in the last column. Motion correction
was not applied to the line-scan recordings.
Note the fast increases at the onset and the
slower exponential offset decay of the fluores-
cence transients in all traces, as well as the
summation of transients in (B) neuron 2 and
(E) neuron 2, Trial 3 (arrowheads).to the imaging plane), out-of-plane motion would be ex-
pected to cause an equal number of positive-going (cells
moving into the plane and increasing the signal) and neg-
ative-going (cells moving out of the plane and decreasing
the signal) false fluorescence transients. In fact, these ef-
fects are exactly what we observe for the brain-motion-
induced small fluorescence transients seen in adult YFP
mice: both in their size (<5%) and in the near equal num-
ber of positive- and negative-going events (Figure S3).
In contrast to the non-cell-activity-dependent fluores-
cence of YFP, cell activity induces a transient increase in
CalciumGreen-1-AMfluorescence. Therefore, if amajority
of the observed signals in Calcium-Green-1-AM-labeled
neurons are positive-going (unipolar), they are mostly ac-
tivity-dependent fluorescence transients from active cells,
but any deviation from unipolarity implies the existence of
motion-induced fluorescence changes. This effect can be50 Neuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.quantified by calculating the ratio of negative- to positive-
going transients, making it possible to estimate a false
positive error rate for cell-activity-dependent increases
in fluorescence. In Figure 6, we have calculated this ratio
for events of varying duration and varying S/N (n = 7
mice, 26 time series at 128 3 128 resolution). In general,
shorter, smaller S/N events are far more error prone than
longer, larger S/N signals. For example, 8000 positive-
going and 4000 negative-going fluorescence signals of
0.5 s (two samples) duration with amplitude two times
the fluorescence baseline standard deviation (2s) were
detected (Figure 6A). Assuming all negative-going fluores-
cence signals are caused by brain motion (Figure 6F) and
assuming an equal number of positive- and negative-
going motion-induced fluorescence signals, one can ex-
pect an error rate of 50% due to brain motion when ob-
serving such short and small signals (Figure 6E). However,
Neuron
Two-Photon Neural Activity Imaging in Awake MiceFigure 6. Estimation of Error Rates for Detecting Cell-Activity-Related Calcium Transients
(A–D) Histograms of positive-going (black) and negative-going (gray) fluorescence transients of varying durations and amplitudes (in units of base-
line s).
(E) Quantification of error rates for detecting cell activity obtained from the ratio of the number of negative to positive events for given event amplitudes
and durations.
(F) Negative (gray) and positive (black) event-triggered average of mouse running speed. Note the sharp increase in running speed at time 0 s (event
onset), indicating a correlation between negative-going fluorescence transients and the onset of running, and a causal relationship between brain
motion and negative-going events.this error rate decreases dramatically for longer and higher
S/N events: 4s amplitude, 1.5 s duration positive signals
are only 2% error prone; i.e., for every 100 positive tran-
sients of this S/N and duration assumed to be caused by
neural activity, only 2 would be expected to represent a
false signal due to brain motion. Using these results, we
highlighted the transients in Figure 4B in red that have
an error rate of <5%. Of course, brain motion is not the
only source of error in our system. Other sources, such
as electronics or photon shot noise, also contribute and
become more apparent with lower S/N. Therefore, our er-
ror rate estimation provides an upper bound on the per-
cent of signals that could be associated with brain motion;
it could actually be significantly less.Using the above definition for activity-dependent fluo-
rescence signals, we found that an average of 77%± 15%
of neurons in eachmouse (n = 7) showed at least 1 calcium
transient/min (defined as a >3s transient with a 5% or
lower error rate [Figure 6E]), while 23% of neurons dis-
played <1 transient/min. The mean activity rate averaged
across all neurons was 2.6 ± 1.0 transients/min.
Bolus loading also allowed the recording of calcium dy-
namics from astrocytes that were loaded with Calcium
Green-1-AM and were identified with their specific label-
ing by SR101. We observed a wide variety of astrocytic
calcium dynamics ranging from waves of activity spread-
ing from astrocyte to astrocyte to synchronized periodic
‘‘bursting’’ activity seen across many astrocytes in theNeuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 51
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was correlated with running behavior. An example of this
is seen in a recording (0.256 s/frame) from layer 2/3
S1HL cortex (Figure 7). The fluorescence over time of nine
astrocytic structures (soma, processes, and end-feet
around capillaries) is plotted (Figure 7B) along with the
neuropil signal, mouse running speed, air puff stimulus,
and brain motion. Long duration activity can be seen in
many of the structures, and some of these events are cor-
related with running (i.e., see data for astrocytes 1, 2, and
3). The activity was different than that for neurons, and the
relationship between fluorescence and running behavior
is not precise: though some events in specific structures
are correlated with running, other events are not. Fluores-
cence versus running speed correlations (Figure 7C) re-
vealed a strong running correlation for astrocyte 1 (C >
0.5), some correlation for astrocytes 2–5 (0.5 > C > 0.3),
and little correlation for astrocytes 6–9 (0.3 > C > 0). The
running-related activity of astrocytes from these different
correlation groups can also be seen in the form of run-
ning-onset-triggered fluorescent averages (Figure 7D);
here it is clear that the onset of running-correlated astro-
cyte activity of many of the structures is delayed by 1–
2 s from the onset of running. When examined across all
mice (n = 7, 13 ± 4 time series per mouse, 4 ± 3 astrocytes
per time series), 11% ± 12% of astrocytes showed strong
(C > 0.5), 29% ± 16% showed some (0.5 > C > 0.3), and
60% ± 23% showed little (0.3 > C > 0) running-correlated
activity, while 6% ± 6% of astrocytic structures showed
no activity during the 3 min of recording.
DISCUSSION
We have developed a technique to image neural structure
and function on the cellular scale in awake, behaving
mice. Our method is based on a spherical treadmill that
allows mice to walk and run, with no overt signs of stress,
while head restrained below the objective of an upright
two-photon microscope. We designed this apparatus,
the head plates, and the components of the cranial win-
dow to minimize brain motion. The motion was found to
be predominantly in the focal plane with maximum dis-
placements of2–5 mm. The relatively modest motion be-
tween brain and microscope facilitated functional imaging
using calcium indicators in awake mice. This adds a new
capability to in vivo TPM of the mammalian brain.
Because of the in-plane confinement of motion, residual
motion artifacts could be corrected using an HMM algo-
rithm designed specifically for laser scanningmicroscopy.
The algorithm was most useful for quantifying brain mo-
tion and, while its use was not essential when examining
calcium transients from cell bodies in large populations,
it aided in stabilizing cell displacements within an ROI
in order to reduce the number of brain-motion-related
fluorescence transients (Figure S1).
Imagingcalciumdynamics inS1HLcortexdemonstrated
the feasibility of optically monitoring behaviorally corre-
lated activity from neuronal populations. The observed52 Neuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.Figure 7. Imaging Astrocytic Population Activity in Sensory
Cortex of Awake, Behaving Mice
(Ai) False-color projection image of the 3min long time series (250 mm
deep); astrocytes and neurons were loaded with Calcium Green-1-AM
(green channel), but SR101 labeled only astrocytes (red channel). (B)
Fluorescence traces for the neuropil and nine astrocytic structures
outlined in (Aii) obtained after the time series was motion corrected.
Running speed, air puff stimulus, and brain displacements are also
shown. (C) Correlation coefficients of astrocytic structure fluorescence
versus running speed. The structures were numbered throughout
this figure in descending correlation coefficient order. (D) Running-
onset-triggered average of fluorescence for five structures with varying
amounts of running correlation.
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tical region that we targeted stereotactically, though some
bordering sensory cortical regions could also show similar
activity. Previous studies have provided evidence that
somatosensoryprocessing inmice isdependentonbehav-
ioral state (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Ferezou et al.,
2006). We found a similar dependence of neuronal re-
sponse to air-puff-stimulated (presumably startled mouse
state) versus non-air-puff-stimulated (nonstartled state)
running,whichwasmostevidentwhenaveragedover large
populations (Figure S2A). Although this effect could be
seen in some specific neurons, it was greatly variable on
a single neuron basis (Figure S2B).
In contrast to the 16% of neurons with activity patterns
showing strong correlation with running (C > 0.5), we
found that 53% of the neuropil regions sampled showed
strong running correlation. Interestingly, the neuropil tran-
sients that we measured in awake mice were smaller in
amplitude than the neuronal transients (3% versus
20% DF/F), and also many times smaller than neuropil
signals previously measured in anesthetized rats (Kerr
et al., 2005). While the previous work in rats found a corre-
lation of the neuropil signal with electrocorticogram-re-
corded up/down states, the smaller-amplitude transients
that we measured may be explained by the reduced elec-
rophysiological prominence of these up/down transitions
in the awake state (Destexhe et al., 2007).
We found a relatively small silent fraction (23%) of
neurons in the awakemouse sensory cortex. It is tempting
to make the assumption that all of the activity seen in the
77% of active neurons is action potential related in order
to compare to extracellular recording studies that find ac-
tivity from a far smaller percentage of neurons (Buzsaki,
2004; Shoham et al., 2006). Our methods should be suit-
able to further explore the fraction of silent neurons in
the awake brain; however, since calcium transients can
also accompany non-spike-related events, such a com-
parison will require further work. In cortical neurons of
anesthetized rats, simultaneous calcium dynamics imag-
ing (under similar imaging and dye loading conditions to
ours) and cell-attached recordings related calcium-tran-
sient amplitude to the number of underlying spikes, with
single action-potential-evoked transients of 10% DF/F
(Kerr et al., 2005). Although some uncertainties remain
with respect to the correspondence between our calcium
transients and spiking activity, assuming our single-cell
baseline noise level of 2% (4 and 8 Hz frame rates), we
conclude that single action-potential-induced calcium
transients are likely observable in awake mice under our
conditions.
It was possible to follow the activity of populations of
astrocytes as well as both neurons and astrocytes simul-
taneously. The calcium dynamics of astrocytes were qual-
itatively similar to that seen in anesthetized animals:
waves or synchrony were often correlated over hundreds
of microns (Nimmerjahn et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006).
We also found behaviorally correlated astrocytic activity
with a delayed onset.Comparison to Other Methods
Compared to our method, the main advantage of minia-
ture head-mountedmicroscopes is their ability to examine
brain activity in a less restricted environment with more
natural stimuli and motion cues. Our head-restrained ap-
proach, however, may provide advantages of accessibil-
ity, the low cost of converting existing two-photon micro-
scopes, and the facilitation of electrode recordings. In
addition, the possibilities of artificial environments, which
are required by our method, may offer greater experimen-
tal control over stimuli in certain situations.
Currently, use of extracellular electrodes is the most
common method to record single-unit neural activity in
behaving rodents. Extracellular techniques provide far
greater temporal resolution compared with TPM, but pro-
vide a much sparser sampling of neural activity. Though
inserting large arrays of electrodes can increase the cell
number and spatial information (Buzsaki, 2004), the elec-
trodes are typically spaced hundreds of microns apart and
therefore reveal little information about the network micro-
circuitry. Furthermore, obtaining subcellular activity infor-
mation is difficult with extracellular recordings; TPM, how-
ever, is well suited for this application (Helmchen et al.,
1999; Svoboda et al., 1997). Lastly, TPM is capable of tak-
ing advantage of a greater array of genetic manipulations
possible in themouse by, for example, recording the activ-
ity of genetically identified cell types (Wilson et al., 2007)
that are indistinguishable to electrodes.
Technical Outlook and Applications
Our current implementation will allow neural population
activity studies on the single-cell level to take place in a va-
riety of brain regions during simple behaviors. In order to
access a wider array of behavioral paradigms common
in rodent research, such as navigation and sensory and
motor learning tasks, we are currently designing a virtual
reality system that connects the recorded treadmill move-
ments to changing visual, olfactory, and somatosensory
cues provided by devices in proximity to the mouse
(Holscher et al., 2005; Kleinfeld and Griesbeck, 2005). To
facilitate learning paradigms, a long-term (chronic) prepa-
ration is desired to repeatedly monitor cell activity over
long periods of time. Althoughwe attempted some chronic
versions of the preparation presented here, we found the
results of bolus loading in these experiments to be only
marginally successful, perhaps due to problems associ-
ated with repeated pressure and disturbances to the brain
(Xu et al., 2007).
Dynamic stabilization devices capable of compensating
for animal movements (Fee, 2000) should be applicable to
TPMby actively repositioning the focal spot in response to
measured brain motion. Even without such a device, the
low brain motion and success of our motion correction
algorithm should make imaging dendritic activity during
behavior possible. The recordings from the astrocytic pro-
cesses in Figures 7A and 7B (i.e., structure 1) show the
practicality of dendritic imaging. Dye loading through
intracellular electrode (Helmchen et al., 1999; SvobodaNeuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 53
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et al., 2007; Nevian and Helmchen, 2007), or genetic ap-
proaches (Heim et al., 2007; Tallini et al., 2006) will provide
improved dendritic labeling comparedwith the bolus load-
ing performed here. Although our experiments were per-
formed with the microscope objective vertically oriented,
the microscope design we employed (Winfried Denk,
Max Planck Institute, Heidelberg, Germany) has the ability
to rotate the objective from the vertical. This will allow
imaging from more lateral brain regions while maintaining
the mouse in a normal orientation.
Exciting applications of our methodology may come in
combination with next-generation imaging and genetic
techniques. For example, deeper brain structures can be
accessed using GRIN lenses (Jung et al., 2004; Levene
et al., 2004). Individual neurons can be stimulated or si-
lenced using genetically encodable, light-activated chan-
nels (Boyden et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007), and a large
number of exogenous and genetically encodable contrast
agents are becoming available to record changes in intra-
cellular sodium concentration (Rose et al., 1999), cAMP
(Dunn et al., 2006), membrane potential (Dombeck et al.,
2005; Kuhn et al., 2004; Siegel and Isacoff, 1997), and
Ras activation (Yasuda et al., 2006). Simultaneously imag-
ing many cells throughout a 3D volume has recently been
achieved (Gobel et al., 2007), and faster recording rates
should be possible (Saggau, 2006). In the future, linking
single-cell-resolution population activity with electron mi-
croscopy scale network connectivity maps (Denk and
Horstmann, 2004) could help provide an extensive under-
standing of the neural basis for behavior.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Spherical Treadmill and Microscope Design
Imaging was performed with a custom upright multiphoton micro-
scope similar in design to the movable objective microscope (MOM)
(Sutter Instruments). A 403, 0.8 NA objective (Olympus) was used in
all experiments. The illumination source was a Ti:Sapphire laser (Mira
900, Coherent, 100-fs pulses at 80 MHz) and the following wave-
lengths and emission filters were employed: YFP: 900 nm excitation
light, 680sp (Semrock, Rochester, NY) emission filter; Calcium Green-
1-AM and SR101:890 nm excitation light, 680sp (Semrock) emission
filter, 535/50 (Calcium Green-1-AM) green transmission and red 18
reflection filter, 610/75 (SR101) emission filter (Chroma, Rockingham,
VT). ScanImage 2.0 (Pologruto et al., 2003) was used for microscope
control and image acquisition. Images were acquired at 2 ms/line with
frame rates of 4 (128 3 128 pixels), 8 (64 3 64), or 16 (32 3 32) Hz for
calcium-sensitive dye imaging, or 2 (2563 256) or 4 (1283 128) Hz for
YFP imaging. Cell fluorescence traces from line-scans (2 ms/line) were
smoothed over five time points.
A large (8 inchdiameter)Styrofoamball (Floracraft, Ludington,MI)was
levitated under the microscope objective using a thin cushion of air
between the ball and a custom-made casting containing air jets. The
casting was formed by Epoxy (BC 7069 Epoxy, Bcc Products, Franklin,
IN) lining the lower 75% of the inside of a large 8.125 inch diameter
hemispherical steel ladle (McMaster-Carr, Robbinsville, NJ). The air
cushion was produced by eight symmetrical 0.25 inch diameter holes
through the casting that were pressurized with air at50 psi. We calcu-
late that the tangential force produced by themouse to stop or start ball
rotation is comparable to forces needed to stop or start free running, so
the inertia of the ball should provide a realistic reaction force.54 Neuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.Two computer mice (MX-1000, Logitech, Fremont, CA) positioned
90 apart along the ball equator recorded ball motion. Event count
(700 counts/inch) per 5 ms was computer monitored using custom
software (Labview); the two orthogonal displacements from each
mouse were output in real time as proportional analog voltages using
a D/A converter. A stimulus to the mouse’s flank (contralateral to the
imaged brain hemisphere) was supplied by an0.5 s,20 psi air pulse
(Pressure System IIe, Toohey Co.) through a 1 mm diameter tube. The
distance and angle of the tubewith respect to themouse provided sen-
sory stimulation of a large portion of the animal (trunk region, limbs,
and tail), but was not constant from trial to trial due to the shifting po-
sition of the animal. A Digidata acquisition system (1322A, Molecular
Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) and PClamp software (Clampex 8.2, Molecu-
lar Devices) was used to simultaneously record the movements of the
ball, the timing of the air stimulus, and the command voltage for the
slow imaging galvanometer in order to synchronize the animal’s run-
ning behavior with time series movies.
Animals, Training, and Surgery
All experiments were performed in compliance with the Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (http://www.nap.edu/
readingroom/books/labrats/). Specific protocols were approved by
the Princeton University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Male B6CBAF1 (5–7 weeks, used for dye injections) or female Thy1.2
YFP-H (16 months, no dye injections) mice were trained in pairs
through the second of three training sessions. During the first session,
mice were handled, with the room lights on, by a trainer wearing gloves
for10 min or until the mice routinely ran from hand to hand. The mice
were then transferred to the ball and allowed tomove freely for10min
with the room lights on while the handler rotated the ball to keep the
mice centered near the vertex. The second training session consisted
of again allowing the mice to move freely on the ball for 10–15 min,
again with the room lights on.
Following the first two training sessions,micewere anesthetizedwith
isoflurane, and an 1.75 mm radius half disk (full disk center position:
1.35 caudal, 0.5 lateral) craniotomy was made over one brain hemi-
sphere, and the skull over the remaining half of the disk was thinned
slightly to allow for the needed approach angle for the injection pipettes
(B6CBAF1 mice). The craniotomy was flanked by four screws (TX000-
1-1/2 self tapping screws, Small Parts Inc., Miami Lakes, FL) tapped
and glued (Loctite) into the skull. The bottom piece of the metal head
plate assemblywas affixed to the skull via dental acrylicmolded around
the screws, and Kwik-Cast (World Precision Instruments) was added
around the craniotomy between the plate and the skull to ensure a wa-
ter-tight seal. Carewas taken to avoid any glue and acrylic contact with
the dura surface. Uniform thickness Kwik-Sil (World Precision Instru-
ments, Sarasota, FL) plugs (half of an 3.5 mm diameter disk) were
molded onto #1 thickness, 5 mm diameter coverslips (Warner Instru-
ments, Hamden, CT) using a custom-made mold and were cut to fit the
exactdimensionsof the craniotomy.After dye injection (B6CBAF1mice),
the coverslip/plug combination was inserted into the seat of the bottom
piece of the head plate and held rigidly in place with the top piece.
Following surgery, the third training session began by head restrain-
ing themice on the ball in complete darkness for15–20min. Typically
it would take 5–10min for themouse to learn to balance and then begin
to walk or run. Imaging commenced no more than 1 hr after, and
ended 2–3 hr after, waking from anesthesia.
Calcium Indicator Dye Loading
A 10 mM stock of Calcium Green-1-AM in DMSO + 20% pluronic
(made fresh before each experiment) was diluted 10-fold into 150
mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, and 0.04 mM SR101 (pH =
7.4). Filled 2–4 MU pipettes (P-2000 puller, Sutter Instruments) were
beveled (BV-10, Sutter, Novato, CA) to facilitate penetration of the
dura. Pipettes were advanced (MP285, Sutter) through the craniotomy
at30 with respect to the brain surface, and dye injection (0.5–0.8 psi,
4–5min) wasmade at a depth of200 mmbelow the cortical surface.
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following stereotaxic coordinate range: 0.9 ± 0.4 mm caudal and
1.5 ± 0.5 mm lateral to bregma (Paxinos et al., 2001).
Z Motion Estimation
Z motion was estimated by comparing each frame in a time series
(before in-plane motion correction) to a Z-series image stack from
the same region. Z-series were acquired in 1 mm steps around the
plane of interest. The peak value of the 2D cross-correlation was
calculated for each slice in the stack normalized by subtracting the
mean and dividing by the standard deviation across each Z slice.
The slice with the maximal peak correlation was taken as the Z
position.
Motion Correction with an HMM
We corrected laser scanning time series on a line-by-line basis
using an HMM, in which the hidden states are the set of possible
displacements of the sample relative to the optical axis
dx ˛ 0; ±1; ±2;. ±D ; dy ˛ 0; ±1; ±2;. ±Dgf

where D is the max-
imum offset considered. The HMMmodel has two basic components.
First, from the observed data the probability that line k was produced
while the sample was in a displacement state (dx, dy) was calculated;
we call this p
dx;dy
k below (Figure 3Diii). Second, a set of transition prob-
abilities was defined to represent a simple model of the temporal













below. The most likely path through the hidden states was calculated
(Figure 3Di) (Rabiner, 1989).
To motivate our derivation of p and T, it is useful to formulize how
laser scanning data is acquired. Let R(x,y) be the mean pixel intensity
image of the sample. If the beam is at Xi
k,Yi
k, for the ith pixel
i ˛ 1; 2; 3;.Ngf of scan line k, then a pixel is acquired of intensity Iik
that isR(Xi
k,Yi
k) sampledwith Poisson noise.Withoutmotion, Xi
k = i and
Yi
k = kmod N, as this is the beam’s raster scanning pattern. However,
we seek dx
k, dy




k, Y 0 i
k = Yi
k + dy
k is the actual location of the beam, approximated
such that the relative displacement is the same for all pixels in the
same scan line.
Using the Bayesian approach of an HMM, (dx
k, dy
k) can be estimated
by maximizing the probability of a displacement given the pixels




































For the first term, the probability of acquiring a pixel value can be cal-






where g is a calibration factor relating pixel intensity to photon number.
Ultimately, we are interested in maximizing with respect to (dx
k, dy
k),
and thus all terms that contain only g and Ii
k can be eliminated through







fg ðIlnðRÞ  RÞ:
















For the second term, as the movement of the sample should be




























k j Iik, R) is a standard problem of an HMM,
solved with the Vertirbi algorithm.
g was estimated by looking at the relationship between the mean
and variance of pixel intensities ðsx =
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x=g
p Þ during periods when the
mouse was resting and verified through calibration control experi-
ments. lwas chosen through expectation maximization by calculating
the most likely path, calculating the probability of that path for a dis-
crete set of l values, and choosing the value that produced the overall
most probable path. The maximal l was determined to within 20%. R
was estimated by finding a reference image that was the framewith the
minimummean squared difference compared with its following frame.
In order to assure that all these values are defined, we only considered
lines where Yk ˛ 1+D.N Dgf and portions of the lines where
i˛ 1+D.N D :gf
T was chosen to be a minimal model that was peaked at no move-
ment, yet did not overly constrict larger movements of the sample.
Thus, this algorithm represents a parameter-free motion correction
framework for laser scanning microscopy.
All movies were split into 30 s segments for this analysis in order to
minimize the effects of any slow Z shifts, dye bleaching, or other slow
changes to image morphology. Reference frames between 30 s seg-
ments were aligned viamaximal 2D cross-correlation in order to create
a contiguous time series.
The simulated motion of the beam for Figure 3Bii was created by
summing, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, the beam position during a raster
scanning patternS
*k
i = ðXki ;Yki Þwith the output of a stochastically driven






















Here t is time expressed in pixels (t = kN + i), t is 500 pixels, z
*
is a nor-
mally distributed random variable with sx = 4 and sy = 40, and D
*
i is
a step function which transitions from (0,0) to (10,3) at line 20
(t = 2560). Poisson noise was added on a pixel-by-pixel basis to sim-
ulate differences expected from photon counting statistics. A larger
image was used as the sample to avoid ambiguities at the edges.
The time needed to correct a time series scales linearly with the total
number of lines scanned, and the number of possible X, Y offset pairs.
Fifteen minutes were required to correct the time series from Figure 4
(1200 frames, 128 3 128 pixels, 5 X offsets, 5 Y offsets, 2.16 GHz
processor speed, Matlab version 7.0).
Data Analysis
Analysis was performed using Origin (version 7), ImageJ (1.37v), and
custom scripts written in MatLab (version 7). Data are presented as
mean ± standard deviation (s).
The ROIs (rectangular or polygonal areas) were manually defined on
the time projection image of the time series to closely approximate the
outline of the structure of interest. Astrocytes were identified by uptake
of SR101. Although the identification of all non-SR101-labeled cells as
neurons likely holds for the majority of cells, we note that this popula-
tion may also contain other cell types (microglia, non-SR101-labeled
astrocytes, etc.). Fractional changes in fluorescence for a given frame
were calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis relative to the mean. The
values for pixels present in the ROI after motion correction were aver-
aged. Slow timescale changes in the fluorescence time series were
removed by examining the distribution of fluorescence in a ±15 sNeuron 56, 43–57, October 4, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 55
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centile value. This method reliably subtracted slow changes without
significantly filtering longer events that had distinct onsets and offsets.
Cell-cell correlations (Figure 4F) were calculated as the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient of the fluorescence traces after baseline sub-
traction.
For event detection in each cell, the baseline and s were calculated
frommanually selected regions of the fluorescence time series that did
not contain large transients. Fluorescence transients were then identi-
fied (Figure 6) as events that started when fluorescence deviated 2s
from the corrected baseline, and ended when it returned to within
0.5s of baseline. The event duration was defined as the time period
between start and end. The amplitude of the event, in units of s, was
defined as the peak fluorescence during the event duration.
Velocity components of ball motion were calculated by separately
integrating the counts received at 5 ms intervals from the orthogonal
motion sensors of each computer mouse, then interpolating the
integrated position using a cubic spline fit with a regular 1 ms tem-
poral interval and differentiating the position using the backward
difference method. Speed was calculated as the Euclidean norm
of three perpendicular components of ball velocity. Acceleration of
the ball was estimated by fitting the speed trace with a series of
line segments of length 1.5 s, spaced at regular 750 ms intervals.
Acceleration was taken as the slope of these segments given at
the midpoint.
Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://
www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/56/1/43/DC1/.
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